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Millennium Expert/Enterprise/Xtra/Ultra 

Technical Bulletin 037                03-7-2016 

Title: Manually Installing SQL Server 

Contents:  This document explains how to manually install Microsoft SQL server 2014 for use with 

Millennium Expert, Enterprise, Xtra, and Ultra.  SQL server is the common application that all the 

products use to run their databases, and it is required to be installed before any of the Millennium 

software can be installed. 

Procedure:   

1. Browse to the SQL folder in the installation disc and run the setup.exe file: 

 

2. If this is a new computer, you want to select the New SQL Server stand-alone installation 

option that is highlighted below.  If the computer already has an older version of SQL server 

installed, but it is not used for anything else, then you can select the Upgrade from SQL Server 

option and the installer will go through the upgrade process for SQL.  NOTE: For upgrading an 

existing SQL instance, please see the guide on upgrading a SQL Instance.  This document will 

only focus on the new SQL Instance Installation 
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3. You must select the checkbox stating that you accept the License Terms from Microsoft.  If you 

wish to review the License Terms, you can use the provided buttons to copy them to the 

clipboard to paste them into Microsoft Word or Notepad, or you can select Print to print the 

License Terms for review. 
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4. The installation will then perform a quick rule check to verify that your computer has everything 

already installed that the SQL Server needs, as well as your computer does not have any pending 

reboots for updates.  If you have a pending reboot for an update, then the installer will not 

allow you to continue until you perform the update and restart the computer.  If all the rule 

checks pass, you will be able to move on to the next step. 

5. Then next step is to tell the system if you wish to allow Microsoft Update to check for updates to 

the installation before you begin.  This is an optional step, however it is recommended that you 

allow the software to download any updates before you start as there are updates that have 

been released to patch security and performance issues that were found with the software. 
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6. Once the updated files are downloaded, you will be able to move on to the next step. 

7. The next step is the Feature Selection; this is the step where we select the features of the SQL 

database instance.  The screen below shows the features that should be selected to allow 

Millennium Access Control Applications to function correctly. 
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8. This is also the screen where you can select what drives SQL will be installed on, and where it 

will set the default database locations. 

9. The next step is to configure the SQL database Instance Name.  You can leave this as the default, 

however just make a note of what it is as when you go to perform the software installation, it 

will ask you for the SQL instance. 
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10. When you are ready, click Next. 

11. At this step we will configure how the services will startup.  You want to set both the SQL Server 

Database Engine and the SQL Server Browser startup type to be Automatic. 
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12. When you are ready, click Next. 

13. Now, the installation will allow you to configure the Authentication methods.  By default SQL 

will use Windows Authentication and it will automatically add the currently logged in user to the 

Administrators group.  It is recommended that you set the Authentication Mode to Mixed Mode 

and set the default SQL sa Administrator password as this will provide a secondary method to 

gain access to SQL in case something happens to the Windows account that you have added. 
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14. When you have added all the Windows users to the Administrators list, click Next. 

15. Now the system will install SQL on the computer. 
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16. Once this is complete, simply click on Finish and you can now install any Millennium Access 

Control software that you have to this system. 


